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A blog you say?
We're excited to introduce a new blog series dedicated to highlighting industry trends and where
MemComputing fits in the ever-evolving high performance computing market. Check out our fist blog
titled "Still waiting for Quantum?" to learn how MemComputing is bridging the gap to help companies
address their most complex optimization problems today. More below.
MemComputing has been seen locally, nationally, and abroad this month. From being recognized in the
local news, receiving an international award, and being featured on yet another podcast, here are our
September highlights.
LinkedIn: Join the revolution, follow our journey: https://www.linkedin.com/company/memcomputing/
Register for free, and experience the power of the VMM yourself.

Get Started

The MemCPU™ Blog

Don't have another decade to wait? In our first blog, we highlight the quantum computing ecosystem from
an investment, marketing, and practicality perspective. While the promise of this technology is tantalizing,
the reality is it is far from delivering any significant business value. Learn how business leaders can
leverage MemComputing today to prepare for a possible quantum future.
We really think you'll enjoy it:

Blog

MemComputing Sightings

Deep Tech Pioneer

For the third consecutive year, MemComputing has been recognized by Hello Tomorrow as one of the
most promising startups in the deep tech sector. From over 4,000 applications from 115 countries, we are
proud to be a Deep Tech Pioneer, and very much look forward to the Global Summit in December!
Hello Tomorrow is a leading organization accelerating science and tech entrepreneurship. They host one
of the world’s largest early-stage startup competitions for science and deep technology startups. For more
information, visit their website.

The Next Platform

Who doesn't love a good podcast?! Check out our CEO John Beane discuss his entrepreneurial career
and the history of MemComputing with Jim Coleman on the Fuse Show. Listen here.

San Diego Business Journal

It's always encouraging to be featured in the local news. We are proud to have our NASA Phase I
contract award announced in the San Diego Business Journal in the Cyber-Defense section. You can
read it here.

Keep In Touch
Did someone forward this newsletter to you via email? Would
you like to subscribe to receive future newsletters from
MemComputing? If so, you may subscribe here.
Are you getting too many emails and no longer interested in MemComputing newsletters? If so,
you may unsubscribe by clicking on the unsubscribe link below.
Don’t forget to periodically check our website http://memcpu.com. We are constantly working to
improve it.
Finally, if you have any comments or questions you’d like to share; you can always email us
at info@memcpu.com.







